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Sir william Jones, H.J.R. Murray, Richard Eales, P. Thieme, van der Linde, A.A.
Macdonell, Egbert Meissenburg, Andreas Bock-Raming, and many other celebrated

scholars have éontributed richly iowards the history of chess. Their researches led to the
following conclusions; (i) Chess is a descendant of an Indian game transmitted to the
West in ihe shape it had àssumed in the seventh century A.D. (Murray 1913), (2) Chess

wastheinventiônof someHinduwhodevisedagameof warwiththeest6pada board as
his field of battle,l (3) Chess was the result of a prolonged evolution which is difficult to
trace (Thieme 1962:216).

'Whether

the bôard game called sst6pËds was known to the Vedas, the
RÊm6gana**, the tlahabhdrata, forms a vely interesting topic for discussion. The
history of astEpadr may also throw some light on the date of these celebrated words.
Reseaiches into the uarious aspects of board games may help us to solve some unsolved

problems connected with the flshÉbhdrsta, such as the date of ratld6sa, besides
fix the dates of certain lexicographers.
helping"The
^ us toVedic
people used to play dice using VibhTTtËka nuts. It seems that boards
were used tot 6i"s-play only in the latter period. The Sanskrit words for the boards are
sstôpÊdB, dasaprde, OUùtepnataka, and 6kôrssFhslat<a. The wordsirina, and
sdhjdevsnô used in the Vedas and tr6hmanas refer to places on which the dice are
thrown (Bhatta 1984:69).

I.

Board games in

the llshabhÈrsts

It may be pointed out here that the 11ËhEbh6rôtÊ does not contain any direct
evi<lenceaboûtcaturange Whatwelearnfromthisworkaboutanyboardgameisabout
the ahsa or ôkssdUùtô or the so-called dice. The game !99c1ibed in the llahâbhErate
resembles the sks€krTdE of the Vedic period. The story of Nala further strengthens this
assumption as it refers to the VibhTtEks tree. The quickness with which Sakuni was
winning the game clearly indicates that the game played was ÊksËkrÎdE and not
caturan-ge. Thè declaration of victory seems to take some more time in the game of
draughts andcaturanga, as it depen<ls on the clever movement of pieces on the board in
u""oidunc" with the fall of dice-. But the commpntator NTI Eksnths explains at certain
piaces the terms found in the great epic as being connected with some game like draughts.

While explaining a verse oithe Vi16taperva he says that the word Fhala used there
refers to sbme co-ntainer for rattling the dice.2 According to him the dice are to be rattled
in a vessel before throwing them down and the pieces (sÊris) are to be moved on the
*
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board according to the fall of dice. But his interpretation is not supported by other
evidence found in the same epic.
A relationship between the four fold division of the army and the game of chess is
often pointed out. Professor V.R.R. Dikshitar (1944) states that references to the game
of chess are common in the literature but the term ceturanga is met with only in the
epics and hence he comes to the conclusion that 'the principle of chess supplied ideas to
the progressive development of the modes and constituents of the army.' But his
contention is difficult to prove. His {tatement is that the use of the word rstEpada found
in the RàmEgana cannot be definitely associated with the game of chess. There is no
doubt about the fact that Ancient India possessed the classical four-fold of chariots,
elephants, horsemen, and infantry, collectively known as the caturanagabala.3
According to Dikshitar (1944), the organisation of the Indian army which came to
be known as csturangÊ in both epic Sanskrit and Pali literature was based on the ancient
game. He also adds that a symmetrical arrangement of the different forces and its
advantages must have been taken from chess. Finally he says that we meet with the term
caturangô ,a four-fold force, only in epic literature and not in the earlier Vedic
literature. According to him the Vedic works are full of references to the game of chess.
Therefore, he comes to the conclusion that the principles of chess supplied ideas to the
progressive development of the modes and constituents of the army and not vice versa.
It can be argued that it is in the four-fold force that supplied the motive for the
game and not vice versa. In this connection it would be interesting to consider the
disposition of the army, or order of battle, called vgùha in Sanskrit literature. This
belongs to the province of tactics, while in the plan of war is strategy. Arthesdstre of
KÊutilUs (c.324 - 300 B.C.) mentions 5Êms, VisômÊ, HÊsti, REthj, Asvô and Patti
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arrays and not in the sense of chess positions.

Ksutjtge had placed gambling under a separate officer known as

the

superintendant of gambling who was to centralize gambling in the public gaming house.
According to KôutjlUa gambling masters must hire the players gambling equipment such
as dice, cowries, ivory rollers and leather cups.7 There is no reference to board or games
- men in the list provided by Kaut1lga, which again strengthens the view that no board
game existed at the time of Kautilga
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battle. Seeing himself numerically inferior but backed by superior strategy and
experience, Yudhisthira advises Arjuna to form a pin-like array as it was decisive in

vUIhôs are first used in connection with battle. It is significant to note that in the
tlshEbhërstE and in the Arthssôstra these words are used only to refer to military

and

with durodara and tl
and durodera. As

vUûhÉs. The different dispositions of army under the mandslo classification are
sôrvstomukhs (capable of turning in all directions) sûrvÊt0bhsdrs (auspicious) etc.
The application of these arrays is practically illustrated in the great HâhEbharÊtÊ

battles where a few had to fight against many.a We have references to the savatobhadra
array of ETsmâ's army.s In times of necessity, armies used to have various formations
like Sarvatobhadra , Cakrabandha, and Murajabandha.6
It is interesting to note here that one of the opening positions described in the
Manasollasa of Somesvara (12th century.A.D.) is gomùtra, which literally means 'the
cow's urination', and this word in the context of warfare means that part of the army
which is arranged in a zigzag line (Bock-Raming 1994:19). This establishes the clear
connection between war and the game of chess. It also helps us to conclude that these
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The two most important words related to the game of chess, namely sstEFsd€ and
cËtursngÊ, are not used, in the sense of chess, in the epics at all. In the Râme-gana
(1.5.12), while describing the town planning of AU0dhU6, vElmTki says that the capital's
layout was in the form of an astaprda. The commentator Tilaka explains sst6FsdB 6s
dUUtsphslBk€ or chess board. But another commentator, namely NadhÊva vogi (1700
A.D.) in his commentary called Amrtôk6t6k6, explains EstÉFsds as gold. According to
him the capital was decorated with golden ornaments. The contradiction existing
between commentators is remarkable because the word sstëpÉd€ occurs only once in the
epic. We have reference to the word ast6psdô only in the Harivamse (IL61 .21-54),
which is a supplemental to the llEh6bhErÊts. It is rather surprising that the voluminous
epic nshôbhErata has no reference to this very significant word its body proper.
The game of dice is compared to a battle at mâny places in the llahabharata, but
no reference is made either to sdros (pieces) or to rstEpada (board). At one place the
battle-car is compared with the dicing place, the bow with gtana, the bow-string with the
skill in dicing, and the arrows with the dice.8 At another place Drona compares the army

with durodarr and the arrows with the dice. Here, the comparison is made between send
and durodara. As a battle is fought with the army, so with the durodêra is a game
played.e Arjuna elsewhere compares his bow GdndTva with durodare, his battle-car with
the dicing place and his arrows with Gtenas.10 In all these instances no reference is made
either to caturanga or to sstEpsds, even

though

câturÊngE is also a war game.

The word csturÊng8 literally means having four members. Later it came to
denote a complete army consisting of elephants, chariots, cavalry, and infantry. Even

though the word cËtursnga is found both in the Rgveda and in the satôpôtha
BrshmônE, it is only used there in the sense of 'one having four limbs or parts' and it
does not refer to any game.l1 The caturanga is used in the RamÉgana (l-69-3) in the
sense of an army consisting of four parts. The term caturangr-ba1 a, and allusions to the
chariots , the elephants, the horses and the foot soldiers as constituting the army, are
profusely available in the RËmagana (1-18-10;1-49.11 .12). But, there is not a single
instance in which this word is used in connection with any game.
There are many myths attributing chess to the wife of Ravana or to the wife of
FËndôvss, averring that either of these ladies invented the game to while away time in
imitation of the battle which their husbands were fighting. V.D. Pandit (1989:29) heavily
depends on the myth according to which llandodsri, the qireen of King Rôvane of
LankÈ, invented chess to amuse her warring husband. He has used this myth to prove
early existence of chess. According to one myth current in South India the game of chess
was invented by Dreupadr, the wife of the PEndavas, who played it with her friends in
the harem, imitating the actual war being waged by her husbands with the Kâursvôs.
Since there is no reference to any board game either in the Ram6gana or in the

NÊhôbhÊrâta it can be safely concluded that the invention of this game cannot be
attributed to rÊnd,rdôri, and Drauprdl as found in the myths.12 A re-examination of
games and their rules and regulations may help us to decide the genuine portions of
ancient works like the HËhdbhErst6.
Professor G.H. Bhatt considers the entire episode of DrauFadT VôstrEFEhËr6nô
found in the flahdbhârrtB (ssbhô 68) as an interpolation. Dr.V.Raghavan argued that it
is not an interpolation because according to him there is no game of dice without the
forcible snatching away of the clothes of the defeated or the defeated themselves casting
8

9
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lbid. o,onrp"ra, 130.20
10 Ibid. <arnaparua, 74.15
11 Rgveda, II.92-) satapatna BrÉhmen6 XIII
12 cnuu"ng namak attributes the invention of chess to
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as an act of submission (Bhatta 1984:97-98). He
refers to the episode of Nala where Nala, after complete defeat, leaves with a single
garment and later the dice come again as birds and deprive him of even the remaining
part of his garment. But on the basis of references to the game of dice found in classical
Sanskrit literature and the Buddhist JËtoka TËles it is difficuit to accept Dr.V.
Raghavan's opinion that the forôeful lemoval of clothes of a defeated person was part and
parcel of the game of dice. Thou.gh the society described in the llrichskctiks of
Sud16kÊ and the DEsskum6rscarita qfDsrldin does not show any high standard of
morality, we have no reference to a defeated person being forcibly disrobed. Perhaps the
loser giving up his second cloth (uttarTge) might have been a general practice, though its
literafappfcation in the case of.DraupadT, trying to disrobe her in public, could never
have been in vogue.
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II.

Board games

and

Kdlidâsa

One of the serious tasks facing Sanskrit scholarship in the early days was to sift
the genuine from the spurious ascription of literary works. Such sifting still continues in
the case of works and stray verses attributed to Kôlidôsâ.
Harikrishna's encyclopaedic work called ernallg0t jsErn6vs (1900:6.20) has six
parts. In the twentieth chapter of the sixth part, called krTd6kËusslUs, the author quotes
iwo verses as that of ratitasa. An attempt has been made here to prove the spurious
nature of these two verses on the basis of the antiquity of chess. First of all these two
verses are not found in any of the known works of the famous Kôlld6ss, the author of

the AbhijnEnasskuntslÊ. The verses quoted by Harikrishna are given below in
translation:

I

In this game there are two kings, two ministers, four each of
elephants, hôrses and camels and sixteen footmen in all. I shall tell you the position
of àll these (powers), their movements in the sixty four squares, and how they fight
and kill the opponent in the battle field (i.e. the chess-board).
2. O Beautifù1 LaAyt The elephants stand at the four corners, in the next adjacent
squares the horses, and camels and in the two central squares the minister and king;
infront of these in the adjacent row stand the footmen (pawns) eight on either side.
1

. O l.otus-eyed Lady

It should be noted here that in these two verses the camel is mentioned in the
place of chariots. This evidently proves that K6ljdEss whom Harikrishna has quoted
belongs to later times. Caturanga probably originated on the analogy of the four parts of a
king's army in ancient days in India which consisted of elephants, hotses, chariots, and
fooimen. Camels never formed a part of an Ancient Indian army. It is worth noting here
that when chess was first introduced to Persia it had the chariot as one of its constituents
and not the camel. IiônÊsottâsa of S0mesvsrs give a very systematic and elaborate
account of the rules of two-handed chess as it was known in South India at the beginning
of the 12th century A.D.

Andreas ilock-Raming (1994:20) who made a study of this text says that
t't6nss,r]]ass does not show the slightest evidence that words or expressions from the
Arabic language have crept in, as is the case with later Indian texts on chess. For our
purpose it is important to note that l"lanasollÉse mentions only chariot and not camel.
K6tid6ss does not mention caturanga even though he mentions four divisions of
the army.13 In his words we do not find any reference to sst6psd6 either, which again
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proves that no board game existed in the period of KEliddsa. This assertion in turn helps
us to reject certain verses attributed to KÈtjd6ss.

III.

Lexicographers and board games

The date of Amarakosa has always been a perplexing problem to the scholars
and, in spite of the efforts of renowned scholars like Colebrooke, Wilson and others, no
certainty of age has yet been ascribed to AmÊrÊsimha. He was regarded by tradition as
one of the nine jewels at the court of King V j krsmôdi tUÊ whose identity is' still obscure
to us.1a A verse in the JgotirvidsbhËrsns (22.10) states that its author was K6tld6ss
who was one of the nine jewels of King vlkramôdiiga's court. But its faulty diction and
pedestrian language cannot be accepted as coming from the author of the s6kuntala.
Thus the evidence which makes Amôrssimh€. a contemporary
value.
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Another interesting piece of evidence in this regard is that of the reference to
vinôu6k6 in the work of Amarasimha which is absent in the works of KotjdÉsa.
Am8rsk0s6 gives seven synonyms

of

VinEUskÊ . They are Vighnôr6ja, dvaimEturs,
gajEnana R.G. Bhandarkar states that the
god Ganapati vinEuskô was introduced about the sixth c.A.D.r5 The name dvs jmôturs
found in the verse of Amarakosa shows that Gaj6nsnE was regarded not only as a god but
also as an adopted son of PErv€ti in the time of the AmËrôk0sa. This points tda later
stage in the mythological conception about him.r6 The earliest dated image of canesa,
known till now, is said to be the one in the rock-cut temple at Kung-hsien in China. It is
assigned to 531 A.D.17 The god caj6nsnô gradually gained recognition at the close of the
sixth century A.D. He does not find any mention as a god in some works composed in
the seventh century A.D. Nagna, the author of sisupÉlavaotra (1.60), refers to this deity
only once. BhavÊbhûti mentions him only as gana ofSiva, not as son of Siva and
P 6 rv a t i . The mythoJogy that makes him a son of two mothers was not then developed.
It must have taken about a century to develop. Therefore Professor V.V. Mirashi plàces
AmËrEsimha in the first half of the ninth century A.D. According to Professoi v.s.
Suktthankar the popular story about Ganesa acting as the scribe of vgase found in the
tlÈhEbh6rEts is an interpolation because he states; 'only a very late interpolation in
some inf'erior Devandgari manuscript speaks of the text as having been written down by
ganEdhipô, ekadanta, heramba, lambodara, and

Ganesa to the direction of VgÈsa, a fantastic story that we may ignore with easy
conscience.'18 The verse describing Ganesa's iconography in V6rEhsmrrs's
Brhstssmhit6 is proved to be an interpolation. le
While referring to the game of dice Amarekosa refers to two significant words
namely FsrinsUÊ and sstôpsdô; pôrin6Uôstu sErTn6m ssmÊnt6nnsUsne'strtlJÉm
(1I.10.45) ôstdpêdôrn s6riphslsm (II.10.46). Thus according to him Êst6pEdE means a
board used in the game and parinEga means moving the pieces (according to throws of
the dice). AmsrÊkos8 defines the four parts of the army under the word caturanga but it

does not refer to any game of that name. This also proves that ast6pada is earlier than
and
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t9 V V Mirashi, op.cit. p. 52.
17 M.K. Dhavalikar: Ganesa beyond the Indian frontiers. Vivèkanada Comm. vol. p.1-4.
18 reneonÉrota, edited by him Vol I prolegomena.
19 A.M. Shastri: India as seen in the Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira. p.148.
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The Amarek,:sa, though the most popular of all the Sanskrit lexicons, is not the
first of its kind. Professor V.V. Mirashi argued that Dhananjaya (c.750-800 A.D.), the
author of NèmsmEl6, flourished before Amarasimhô. Unlike AmsrôsimhB, Dhanafrjaya
jumbles together all the words without any classification and he nowhere gives the
genders of the vocables. Significantly there is no reference to vinEUEks in the lexicon of
Dhananjaya even though he mentions Guha, alias Skanda, who is considered to be the

brotherofVinagaka. AswehawalrqadypointedoutthecultofcanesaispostKElidEsô,
whereas Skanda can be traced to ceirturies preceding the Christian era in the Rdmdganr
(1.36"18-19) and the nÊh6bh6rËts . DhanaÉjaya assigns the meaning of gold to the word
Êstdpads and hence it can be said that he lived in a period in which the word €stapsds
was not popularly associated with any board game at all. Other words related to the
board game, like sara (piece) and parinôUs movement of the piece found in the
AmÊr8k0sr, are also absent in Dhanênjaya's lexicon. This also strengthens the argument
of Professor V.V. Mirashi who places Dhananjaya before Amerasimtre. Thus a discussion
related to the antiquity and exact sense of the words related to board games is also helpful
in fixing the dates of lexicons.
Hsl6UudhE, the author of the gohidhEnô-rstn6mEl6, is said to have flourished in
the middle of the tenth century A.D. R.G. Bhandarkar identified him with the author of
the Kavirahasya, a grammatical work written in honour of King Krsna III (c.A.D. 940-56)
of the Bastrrt<uta family.20 HrtesanjTvEnT, a commentary on the chandahsûtrÊs of
Pingata, is also attributed to him by R.G. Bhandarkar. It must be noted here that Aufrecht
regards two H6t6Uudhas as quite distinct and separate persons; while in the India Office
Catalogue the authors of the gonion6ns-rÊtnsmà16 and the Kavirahasya are regarded as
identical while the author of llrtôssnjTvsnT is seen as a different person. 21

Th. Aufrecht expressed the view that these two authors may, perhaps, be
identified chiefly on account of the many artificial metres used in the
Abhidh6narôtnsm6l6, which no other lexicographer has taken the liberty of employing
for such a dry subject as a string of synonyms.22
In his commentary HrtES6njrv€nï on Pingala's chandahsûtrs Hôl6Uudhs refers to
caturanga and a game board with sixty four squares.23 This was considered to be a
reference to chess.24 But there is no reference in the Abhidh6nsrEtnômdlo either to
caturanga or to BstEpsda (a board with sixty four squares). There is no allusion to the
lexicon in the work t1rt8sônjTvanT. These two instances help us to reject the common
identity of the authors of these two works as is given in the India Office Catalogue.
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In the Kamdsutra (1.3-14) of vâtsUÊUsna mention is made of the sixty four arts
(catuhsssthi kal es). A courtesan (ganika) well versed in these arts is said to be respected
in society as well as at the royal court. A courtesan was invited to amuse in the
assemblies known as gosthT. BEnÊbhstta mentions such gosthTs in his personal account
prefixed to his Harsecarita. Among the forms of entertainment provided in these
assemblies there were, besides the game of dice, such literary sports as prahelikE,
bindumstT, and samasgapùrti. The most well-known list of the sixty-four arts is that
given by VEtsUâUûnË in his ramasutra (1.3.16). Jayamangala on Kdmasùtra under
20 Abhjdhunu.utnsm6rô likÈ, edited by A. Venkata Rao and H. Seshaiangar, Intro, p.26-28.
21 Report in search of Manuscripts for 1883-84, p.9.
22 let aguone's Abhidh Ën6rEtnômôta, edited by him p.V.
,?
-J

Y rssEnj -JônT or o nqlsls s Cnhandarsltra. 1.3.
24 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Sociely, 1896:722.
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I.3.15 gives another list. He makes a three-fold classification into twenty four
KEm6srËUakslas, twenty dUÛtEsraUEkotas (fifteen SajTvas and five NirjTvas) and
twenty kalas related to love. The Jayamangala states that, as different from Vdtsgdgana's

Kômaiûtra, there is another treatise where these sixty four kalas given by him are given
under the name 11ûls kÊl8s; s6strEntEre catusasthirmUlakslô uktEh. Unfortunately
this work has not come down to us. The exact nature of twenty divisions of dice and
chess details given by Jayamangala are not clear to us. There is also no clear text which
gives us meanings of the distinction of these gambling arts into saiTva and NirlTva.
-aiTva
seems to be betting in which living beings are involved._ Further research may
thiow more light on the àrt of dice-play mentioned as one of the sixty-four arts. The
KEmasUtra oTV6tsU6UsnË refers to what is called 6karsËkrTd6. But the exact
connotation of this ierm is not known. Some scholars are of the opinion that
6ksrsskrTd6 and aksûkrÎdd are identical. But Vdtsgâgana mentions two boards named
du[tgphdlsks and aksrssph6t6kô. On the basis of this Tridibnath Ray considers
6kersakrTdË to be different from àksskrTde.25 Thus it may be concluded that the diceplay mentioned by V6tsgEgana also included a board game.
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V.

Sanslcrit poetry and board games

It is of some intérest to chess historians to study the development of certain
features of Sanskrit poetry. It must be noted in this context that the later Sanskrit poe_ts
revelled in the displày of-erudition, of mastery over words and in verbal acrobatics. In

the history of Saiskiit literature this is a period of decadence. As a matter of fact,

renowned literary critics and theorists have pointed out that poetry^which has charm only^
of words and paiterned arrangements of,words, and of the manufactured ornaments of
rhetorical figuies, is of a very low order.26
Theianohas or the astonishing feats ofverbal jugglery seems to have originated
from the art of arraying armies in different forms in the battle-field. As seen earlier
ArthsEstrâ (X.6) oî Kiutirga describes in dftail the various arrays into which the army
used to be formed. DEndin is the first critic who recognised these arrays as being used for

poetry. He mentions the Gomutrik6, Ardhsbrsmake, and Ssrvstobhadra and their
ôharatteristics in his K6vUEdsrsa (lll.S0). The bandha called Sôrvat0bhadrs consists of
sixty four squares, in eight rows of eight squares each. RudrÊta in his KAvUEltnkârs
(V.i) describes some more acrostics (citrak6v.gas which are also a sort of metrical
àutti"". Thev are to be read in accordance with the move of particular pieces.) Thus
itrete is a coniection between Sanskrit poetry and board games which may be exploited
to understand both.
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VL Archaeology andboard games
In pre-historic India board games were known._ Mr Mackay is of the opinion that
the dice diiscovered in Mohenladaré *e.e quite possibly used in conjunction with boardto say whether the bbard games which appear to have been played
;;;;;.tt-it i; Olfiicuttpeople
were in any way connected with the game of caturanga' But it
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p.26-28.

25 Proceedings of the Indian Historical Congress' 1939:2(1f'
26 ramtutu's K âvusprEkess, I.5.
27 The Indur Civilization. p.179.
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caturanga similar marks are to be used for indicatrr.
1,2,3,4,5,and6. Tracesofgameboardsonsomeofthebasementslabsandghatstepsa:i
found both in religious and secular buildings at Nagarjunakonda in Andhra Pradeslr

marks. In dice connected with

Many game boards have also been discovered at bathing and burning-ghat areas, and at '
tl6ndsps connected to a four-spoked stiipa. Most of the game boards discovered here
consist of eight rows having eight squares in each row. Evidently this is meant frr:
playing ôtt6p6ds ( astapede). 28 r

Figure nine in plate XLV

sf the sti:pa of BhErhut is named chitupads sjl:.

Scholars consider this as the picture of.a board of 36 squares, along with what appear tc

be seven dice or coins. According to Professor Alexander Cunningham the scene
represented in this sculpture shows two parties of two men playing some game like
draughts. This scene is significant as it throws light on the number of players involved in
the game.

A medallion from the AmÊrEvôti rail in the British Museum gives an excelleni
picture of the harem (avarodna) of a prince where, in the vicinity of the prince who is
engaged in pacifying his wife, a group of ladies is deeply occupied in a game of dice
(arsa) (Sivaramamurthy 1970:41). The bas-reliefs of Bayon depicts two men enjoying a
quiet game of some ancient form of chess.
The world famous Kailash temple at Ellora was constructed by the R6strskiltÊ
King Krsna | (156-174 A.D.). On the Southern wall of cave no.14 there are Seive
sculptures. They include Sjva and PËrvstT playing a board game. It may be said that
these sculptures are influenced by the descriptions of siva's play with Parvttl found in
the pur6nas and other works. In the sculpture found in cave no.16 si va and PErvstT are
depicted as engaged in an argument as to who should play next. In another sculpture
found in the cave no 21 siva is depicted as persuading a reluctant PârvttT to play one
more game.

Thus, a study of references to implements associated with board games namely.
board, pieces, and dice found in Sanskrit literature from the Vedas till somesvara (12th
c.A.D.) throws sufficient light on some unsolved problems of Sanskrit literature. It can
be firmly believed that no board game existed during the time of vedas, REmEUsnô,
tlshabhsratÊ and ratidasa. This theory in turn can help us in deciding the genuine

workofcelebratedauthorslikerEtidasa. Thereplacementofthetraditional chariotby
camel and boat can also throw sufficient light in this regard. References to two-handed
board games are available in plenty in literature and sculptures and hence it may be
concluded that two-handed chess precedes the four-handed chess, as is believed by many
chess historians. On the basis of the references available in the R6mEgenE, shEbhEratB
and K6tiddsa, it can be safely said that the four-fold force (caturanga) supplied the motive
for the game and not vice versa as is argued by V.R.R. Dikshitar.
As the game of dice is included in the sixty four arts mentioned by vEtsUEUÊnË
further researches in this regard may be helpful in solving the problems connected wilh
the early history of chess. A study of Sanskrit vocabularies such as EstEpEdE, s6ra, and
parindgà found in various lexicons, helps in this as well as elucidating the antiquity of
certain board games played in India. Thus it may be concluded by saying that the
research regarding the antiquity of board games is relevant not only to the game
historians but also to Sanskritists.
1"1

28 Orissa Historical Research Journal. 1962:X.no
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